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Comments I write, with a personal response, to the consultation by Dave Denham who is a Senior Environmental 
Health Technical Officer at ADC. 
I note that it is with a 'no objection' to the application however Mr Denham then points out that 
officers should be cautious with regard to the noise assessment.   
Therefore I find this rather contradictory by Mr Denham where he suggests that the noise could be 
potentially more adverse at different times of the day. 
I have been informed, by residents living close by, that prior to each noise assessment a notification is 
given to the company of a noise assessment will take place.   
So I take from this that perhaps RSL would operate at a quieter level to achieve more favourable 
results during an assessment. 
I agree that further tests should, and need as a matter of urgency, be carried out at different times of 
the working day and perhaps without knowledge of the company in question. 
Mr Denham makes much reference to protecting the amenity of local residents in accordance with 
Policy QE SP1 of the Adopted Arun Local Plan 2011 - 2031. 
However this company have failed to comply with this policy and it has NEVER been followed up by 
either ADC or WSCC - despite many complaints by residents. 
With regard to the dust from the site.  I, too, have seen the photographs and have also heard from 
residents living close by.  The dust that they are experiencing is not acceptable and is detriment to 
their lives.  This dust travels across fields by a prevailing wind and with the vehicles when they travel 
south toward their storage at Babsham.  Dust is then taken along the A259 whether the vehicles are 
onward travelling along the A259 eastbound or making a return journey back up the A259 northbound 
(as a left turn only policy is in place at Elbridge). 
To my knowledge the Environment Agency have not been involved with this application nor have paid 
heed to concerns raised by residents. 
ALL these matters need to be taken into consideration when officers of WSCC determine this 
application so that  policy QE SP1 is strictly adhered to.
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